Test of the lenses ARRI SIGNATURE FF T 1.8
By Alfonso Parra AEC, ADFC
A few days have passed since we wrapped the shoot
and today we have all arrived punctually to the meeting
where we will discuss our impressions of the ARRI
Signature Prime lenses. In attendance are Adriana Bernal,
director of photography and president of the ADFC, Juan
Pablo Bonilla, digital imaging technician, Julian Vergara,
first camera assistant and myself, Alfonso Parra, AEC,
ADFC. The following is a transcript of our conversation.
Included are some of the images from the tests. They are
for reference only since they are JPEG images created
from ProRes and ARRIRAW material. The material was captured in two distinct formats: for all the
studies of charts we used Open Gate format with a resolution of 4448 x 3096 captured in ProRes 4444
and for the exteriors UHD resolution, with 16:9 (1:1.78), to ARRIRAW. To examine our footage we used
programs such as the ARRIRAW Converter, Blackmagic DaVinci Resolve 14 Studio, Scratch, Imatest,
and ImageJ among others.
In the studio LitePanel Gemini fixtures illuminated our set, and the lighting itself was set using a Sekonic
L-558/Cine light meter and Sekonic C700 color meter/spectrophotometer, as well as the usual waveform
monitor and vectorscope. The exteriors were shot in Ráquira, Boyacá, Colombia, where we visited an
industrial factory and an artisan pottery workshop. We also shot in the Monastery of Candelaria, a
monastery founded by the Agustinos Recoletos monks in 1604. We also captured images at a site known
as Patio de Brujas, a site where witches would supposedly meet and which currently constitutes an
artist’s complex for the region.
Now, with a good cup of Colombian coffee in hand, let’s begin.
Adriana Bernal ADFC DoP: One of the factors that interest us most in lens testing is resolution,
particularly as it pertains to textures. How did you approach this key issue?
Alfonso Parra AEC, ADFC Dop: As director of photography, I sought to evaluate the lenses’ resolution
in terms of their combination with the Alexa LF and its recording system. In this case, we shot 12-bit
ARRIRAW and captured Open Gate for maximum recording resolution although the exterior shots were
done at 4K in 16:9 mode. As photographers, we are interested in the global evaluation of the resolution
because, while lenses are an essential part in determining image sharpness, they do not act alone.
Resolution depends not only on the lens, but also on the sensor, the optical low-pass filter (OLPF), any
compression inherent to the recording system, and
finally, on the manner of display. Monitors,
projectors, and viewing distance all play a part. To
analyze resolution as objectively as possible, we
employed frequency charts (ISO 12232 and Putora)
and resolution evaluation software (Imatest and
ImagJ). We also evaluated individual frames as
well as charts constructed of various natural
textures. We not only studied every lens at various
T-stop settings, but also examined them as a group.
AB: Yes, of course an important part of a lens test
is determining the consistency in look across a set
of lenses.

AP: Absolutely. That is why I present a graph here that shows the relationships between the MTF curves
of the six lenses. It shows that shorter lenses display a bit more sharpness than the longer ones, although,
generally speaking, the resolution of the whole set is very high with an average of 1650 Lw/ph to 50% in
the center of the image, when each lens is set to T 5.6. This is in footage captured to ProRes 4444. We see
a bit more resolution in ARRIRAW.
AB: How widely does the resolution vary between large T-stops and small ones? These values are often
different due to optical aberrations and diffraction.
AP: Yes, it is common to see a wide range of variability, however we were surprised by how consistent
these lenses appear to be. Sharpness is consistent across all the range of T-stops. The average value is
1645 lw/ph (50%) from T1.8 to T5.6! Even at T16 we saw 1352 lw/ph to 50% in the center of the image.
Diffraction caused a slight drop in resolution, but this isn’t visually significant. If I show you, for
example, the MTF curves for the 35mm lens, you will see that the resolution at T5.6 is the same or a bit
lower to T16. This is also true of the 47mm and, in an extreme case, the 18mm.

If you want to see what such differences means visually,
look at the Prêt-à-Porter chart with the 29 mm. The
difference between 5.6 at T 1.8 is imperceptible, and I
can barely see the slight loss in sharpness at T16.
The MTF curves at 5.6 and 1.8 are very close. We do see
less sharpness with the aperture more closed. As we
know, the diffraction effect is produced when our
aperture is very closed and the light passing through exits
at an angle with respect to the optical axis. That is to say
the light diffracts forming what is known as an Airy disk
on the sensor surface. The loss in sharpness has to do
with the size of the Airy disk, which increases as the aperture is closed. The size of the Airy disk impacts
image sharpness based on a number of factors, which include the size and pitch of the photo sites and the
desired circle of confusion.

Resolution test, Desert of Candelaria. Alfonso Parra AED, ADFC and Adriana Bernal ADFC

AB: The loss is really negligible. Would you say that diffraction makes the smallest T-stops unusably
soft?
AP: No, certainly I wouldn’t. We evaluated footage of the Putora chart up to T22 and we found no
significant loss of resolution. I am satisfied that I can work with any T-stop, from 1.8 to 22, without any
significant loss of resolution.
AB: We have also checked the resolution of the
image in the center, sides and corners. The lenses are
surprisingly consistent in sharpness.
AP: Generally speaking, the image is very sharp all
the way across. For instance, the MTF curves for the
47mm lens show similar resolution between the
center of the frame and the edges. The Putora chart
makes it easy to compare resolution in the center of
the image to the corners. It’s evident that there isn’t
much difference. You can see a tiny bit more
sharpness in the center, however this is irrelevant.

Such performance is the same for the whole optical set, with the exception of the 18 mm which shows
a little less sharpness on the corners, although this is also irrelevant.
AB: It’s easy to think that so much resolution could lead to a very sharp image, nevertheless these images
feel soft, with a lot of texture. They are natural and organic. Do you share this impression?
AP: Completely. The images show so much texture and resolution and yet they feel smooth, especially in
the skin tones—this is what I liked most. I believe that ARRI has chosen to create lenses that are
aesthetically perfect rather than technically perfect, and have prioritized artistry over mathematics without
sacrificing the always-excellent optical performance of ARRI lenses. Together with the ALEXA LF we
are able to capture very beautiful images, far different to the clinically sharp and technically perfect
images captured by other lenses. These lenses are designed not for the digital sensor, but for the analog
world.

Pottery craft workshop, Ráquira, Boyacá, Colombia. Signature 75mm T 2. LogCWGam. 23.97 fps. 180° 5.400°K. 3840x2160.
1:1.78. ISO 800. Detail 100. Correction with ARRIRAW Converter.

Patio de Brujas. Ráquira. Boyacá. Colombia. Signature 125mm T 5.6 Tiffen ND 0.9. LogCWGam. 23.97 fps. 180º 5.400ºK.
3840x2160. 1:1.78. ISO 800. Detail 100. Correction with ARRI RAW Converter

In these two images, skin appears soft but there’s no loss of sharpness or texture in the clay. In the
images that follow, we can also see richness of texture in baskets, hammocks, wood, and stones. The
resolution is high but not “furious.” It’s full of nuance and subtlety, creating a rich and organic image.

Ráquira. Main Square. Boyacá. Colombia. Signature 35mm T 4. Tiffen ND 0.9. LogCWGam. 23.97 fps. 180º 5.400ºK.
3840x2160. 1:1.78. ISO 800. Detail 100. Correction with ARRI RAW Converter

Desert of Candelaria. Boyacá. Colombia. Signature 75mm T 5.6 Tiffen ND 1.5. LogCWGam. 23.97 fps. 180º 5.400ºK.
3840x2160. 1:1.78. ISO 800. Detail 100. Correction with ARRI RAW Converter

Monastery of Candelaria. Boyacá. Colombia. Signature 47mm T 4.7 Tiffen ND 1.5. LogCWGam. 23.97 fps. 180º 5.400ºK.
3840x2160. 1:1.78. ISO 800. Detail 50. Correction ARRI RAW Converter.

Such softness in skin tones is not at odds with superb resolution, as we can see in this wide landscape
shot. It contains lots of high-frequency detail, yet nothing appears painfully sharp. Extreme sharpness is
one of my primary concerns when working with modern lenses to capture digital images.

Julián Vergara, first assistant camera Are these lenses designed for digital sensors? What does that
mean, exactly?

AP: These lenses are manufactured specifically to work
with digital sensors. They employ a telecentric design,
where the light rays exiting the lens are as parallel as
possible to the optical axis. Light rays strike the micro
lenses at angles close to perpendicular. This contributes
to a substantial improvement in resolution and reduces or
eliminates optical aberrations at the sensor level, while
allowing for maximum penetration into the photo sites.
The ability to maintain resolution and sharpness between
the center of the image and the edges largely has to do
with this design. We looked carefully for chromatic
aberrations, and they are minimal to the point of Alfonso Parra AEC, ADFC
irrelevancy.. This is the Via Stellae chart (enlarged 2000
times!) with contrast and chroma enhanced to more easily detect any aberrations.

Below, we see the Imatest values of two lenses, the 47 mm and 75 mm. The graphs show the divergence
of red, green and blue wavelengths, shown by the CA (chromatic aberration) area under the magenta
dotted line, expressed in number of pixels. The greater the CA value, the more noticeable the aberration
appears to be. We also looked at how aberrations varied by distance from the center of the image,
measured in percentages according to the table provided by Imatest.

All of the values obtained across the lenses are
below 0.04, so we can consider chromatic
aberration to be negligible. We also searched
exhaustively for chromatic aberrations in
individual frames from the outdoor location
footage, but found none.
AB: Personally, chromatic aberrations in
particular bother me a lot. They didn’t have much
impact on analog film, however they are clearly
visible and disturbing in digital capture. It’s
extraordinary to see lenses that almost completely
eliminate these aberrations.

Transverse chromatic
aberration in percentage ratio
of the distance to the image
center
0-0.04

Grade
Negligible

0.04-0.08

Low. Difficult to see unless it is
looked in detail.

0.08-0.15

Moderate. It can be seen when
the image is substantially
enlarged
High. It can be clearly seen
when the image is enlarged

Higher than de 0.15

Let’s talk about other aberrations, such as geometric ones. The 18mm seems to me to show considerably
more of this kind of aberration than the other lenses.
AP: We carefully studied distortion aberrations, both barrel and
pincushion. As you know, these are produced by variations in
magnification across the field of the lens. Imatest gives us distortion
measurements in terms of SMIA* TV values. The SMIA value
differs from the traditional definition given by the television
industry: the SMIA distortion value is double what is traditionally
used. We saw -1.6% of barrel distortion with the 18 mm, -0.98%
with the 29 mm and -0.641% with the 35mm. The lowest was 0.415%, seen in the 125 mm. These values show high distortion
especially in the shorter focal length lenses
We can see the geometric and perspective distortion in the side
portion of the frames shot at El Patio de Brujas.

Patio de Brujas. Ráquira. Boyacá. Colombia. Tiffen ND 1.2. LogCWGam. 23.97 fps. 180º 5.400ºK. 3840x2160. 1:1.78. ISO 800.
Detail 100. Correction with ARRI RAW Converter.

And here we see the distortion of the 18 mm clearly.

Patio de Brujas. Ráquira. Boyacá. Colombia. Signature 18mm
T 5.6.Tiffen ND 1.2. LogCWGam. 23.97 fps. 180º 5.400ºK.
3840x2160. 1:1.78. ISO 800. Detail 100. Correction with
ARRI RAW Converter.

Patio de Brujas. Ráquira. Boyacá. Colombia. Signature
18mmT 5.6.Tiffen ND 1.2. Panoramic. LogCWGam.
23.97 fps. 180º 5.400ºK. 3840x2160. 1:1.78. ISO 800.
Detail 100. Correction with ARRI RAW Converter
.

AB: Such distortion and perspective creates a particular feeling about the Signature, increased for its
telecentric design.
AP: To better observe perspective distortion, we shot a cylinder perpendicular to the sensor in a manner
that the optical axis of the lens coincides with that of the cylinder. If we compare the distance between the
cylinder bases, we can see how each lens builds the spatial relationship, not only regarding the
appearance of relative distances but also how the size of objects appear.

There is a significant difference among the lenses, above all the longest and the shortest. As a DoP, I
place a lot of importance on how the lenses project the real world onto the sensor; in other words, how do
they render our three-dimensional world into two-dimensions, and how consistent is this rendering across
lenses within the set. Different narrative intentions require us to constantly change focal lengths during
shooting and it’s important to see how these lenses create a sense of space.

In these images we can see the size ratio between the chart and the model’s face. We can see how the
ratios change depending upon the lens used. Pay attention to the size of the chart, in relation to the face,
with the 125mm, and how it changes with, for example, the 35mm. The sense of space changes from one
lens to another and we have to evaluate this. We have to take care in choosing the most suitable lens for
the visual narrative.

Patio de Brujas. Ráquira. Boyacá. Colombia. Signature T 8. Tiffen ND 1.2. LogCWGam. 23.97 fps. 180º 5.400ºK. 3840x2160.
1:1.78. ISO 800. Detail 100. Correction with ARRI RAW Converter.

AB: What you say about developing the visual space is very important, and one should be aware of
spatial incoherence. First, though, we have to understand the spatial coherence built by a particular type
and set of lenses. This is fundamental for the audio-visual narrative because lenses are not chosen only for
their viewing angle, but also, and I’d say almost more importantly, for how they build a sense of space.
AP: You are right. For this reason we have to know how the lenses perform. In addition we need to pay
attention to another important factor, lens breathing. Directors of photography generally dislike lens
breathing for two main reasons.

The first is that a framing change of this type reveals the camera to the audience. The trick we use to tell
the story is revealed. In the vast majority of cases, the camera and lens go unnoticed by the audience. We
certainly don’t want to reveal them through a technical incident that is out of our control. For this reason,
we prefer technically proficient lenses that do not reveal our trickery to the audience. The other, and
maybe more subtle reason has to do with the sensation that is generated by a variation in the frame size
while focusing. Lens breathing changes the audience’s sense of space for no narrative reason at all. The
size of objects change without narrative cause due to a technicality that interferes with the telling of the
story. This spatial variation also conveys a temporal transformation. That is to say, the sensation of time
that is generated by the lens focusing changes if the framing shifts. To evaluate lens breathing we used
the Vía Stellae chart. We overlaid a focused chart over another unfocused one; the small white points are
focused and the larger, softer points are unfocused. If both points are concentric (aligned) then we can
state that the lens doesn’t breathe. If the points are not concentric, then we can see immediately the degree
to which lens magnification changes with focus.

29mm

47mm

None of the lenses show any
breathing apart from the 18mm,
which shows a small amount. The
chart reveals a vignetting effect
around the edges of the frame,
where the point changes into an
ellipse. Vignetting is caused by
the physical obstruction of light
by the lens barrel at wide
apertures. This is normal in all
lenses. In the 18mm, we can also
see some distortion of the points
at the sides of the frame. Also, we
can see that the highlights are
proper
circles
and
not
polyhedrons
because
the
diaphragm
has
eleven
blades.
This
Shooting in Patio de Brujas.
means that the bokeh will be
delicate, which we actually show in the tests with the model in front of the Christmas lights.

Signature 18mm T 1.8

AB: I very much liked the bokeh. It’s subtle, almost “creamy,”
and delicate with lines and areas of high contrast. This
“smooth” sharpness appears contradictory, but it makes the
image feel very natural, not aggressive at all. It removes the
harshness that I sometimes see in the digital image. As you say,
to a large extent the shape of out-of-focus highlights depends on
the number of iris diaphragm blades and on how they are placed
from the optical design view. The more blades used, the rounder
the highlight. Eleven blades are a lot!
AP: I completely agree. When we focus and defocus the lens,
we can see how lines and outlines melt into the surrounding
space in a wonderful way. This is part of what I like the most
about these lenses. The accompanying videos demonstrate this
effect. In addition, shapes don’t grow or shrink in an artificial
way as focus changes. They soften in a very organic way.
In the next image, we show all the lenses with the model in
focus and then the whole frame out of focus. We can see how
smooth the outlines are in relation to the points of light. We
shot these tests at T1.8 and T5.6, and we observed that the
shape of the reflections was consistent, maintaining the
characteristic Bokeh.

Adriana Bernal ADFC and Julián Vergara in
the industrial workshop Todo Ráquira

AB: Getting back to a more technical topic, we have not mentioned anything about illuminance
uniformity. In addition to evaluating resolution across each lens’s field, we also evaluated illuminance
uniformity.

AP: That’s right. To evaluate illuminance uniformity, we shot a uniformly lit white surface and then
examined it both in Imatest and using a waveform monitor. We were able to produce a 3D graph which
shows the illuminance values across the entire frame for each T-stop. I have included only two examples
here as all of the lenses showed very similar values.

18mm T 1.8

18mm T 2.8

With the 18 mm, the loss of illuminance in the corners is -0.46 stops, or a bit less than 1⁄2 stop. At the
edges we see a difference of -0.2, or less than 1/3 stop. With the lens closed to T 2.8 the corners are at 0.25 and the edges at -0.117 stops. This loss of illuminance on the widest lens in the set can also be seen
in the waveform monitor. Frankly, these values are really low for lenses with these characteristics and a
large format sensor. Of course the fall off is invisible on normal images shot outdoors. We can use wideopen T-stops without significance loss of illuminance.

18mm T 1.8

18mm T 2.8

We should point out that we are using the LF
Open Gate format for these tests, which fills the
complete lens projection circle. If we switch to the
LF 16:9 UHD sensor mode we see even less
illuminance loss because this format doesn’t use the
whole projection circle of the image made by the
lens.
AB: I like the excellent performance in resolution and illuminance of the lenses at T1.8. The image
remains consistent in brightness and retains texture across the entire frame, and it feels smooth. I believe
this has to do with how these lenses manage flare and veiling glare. Veiling glare, as well as flares,
indicate how beams of light reflect between the actual elements of the lens or the supports
within the lens structure. They contribute in modifying contrast, sharpness and resolution.

AP: Yes, we can say that veiling glare is the amount of light that falls upon the black areas of a sensor
while shooting a white object. To test this, we shot a gray scale with a black hole in order to create a solid
black. The results show veiling glare to be extremely low, from 0.02% with the 125mm to 0.087% with
the 29mm. This means that blacks will be deep and dense with almost no pollution by highlights.
This is an example where we brutally overexposed the background compared to our model.

The background behind Jennifer is well
exposed at T16, slightly overexposed at T5.6,
and well overexposed with clipped highlights
at T1.8. Skin tones and hair retain their shape
and appropriate density, showing the veiling
glare to be well controlled even as it bleeds
gently across Jennifer’s face.
AB: This image is very interesting because on
the one hand it shows exceptional control of
veiling glare, but on the other this control is
not so strict that the lenses become
unpleasantly high in contrast and appear overly
sharp. In this way they differ from the Master
Primes, where the veil is cleaner with a colder
appearance—more clinical”.
AP: I agree with you that the veil and flare
control is smoother and more “organic” than
the Master Primes. This control is also
noticeable when we evaluate flare at different
T-stops. In the example below, with the
flashlight, we can see how the surrounding
black around the flashlight shows a delicate
bleeding of the light, which is basically what
we saw in the previous example with Jennifer.

We can also show that the lenses’ performance in regards to flares is very homogenous. Look at these
images of a candle comparing different focal lengths.

In this graph we measured the
brightness level of the pixels from
extreme black to extreme white, the
point of the flame, and back to
extreme black. We see that the
curves are very similar for all of the
lenses, with the 18mm being a little
softer

AB: As veiling glare is so well corrected, lens flares are also very clean and don’t clip harshly at all.

AP: That’s right, the glow of the flare forms a fine line of circles and halos that are very clean but smooth,
without clipping sharply. We see flares again in the video showing the sun over the landscape and the
model.
We should also discuss the color, consistency, and “tone” of the lenses.
AB: I noticed that the lenses are quite neutral in regards to color. They aren’t cold, but aren’t warm either.
However, they are exceptionally beautiful when it comes to skin tones.
AP: I agree with you. These lenses are neither predominantly cold nor warm. Furthermore, they are very
consistent in color reproduction. With the Macbeth chart we verified that all focal lengths reproduce color
equally.

However I do want to point out some differences that we did see, although they are irrelevant in
the customary use of the lenses. It’s interesting to note, for example, that the middle gray—which was set
at T 5.6—is slightly colder compared to T1.8 and slightly warmer compared to T16.

Despite the lenses consistently recreating the chart colors accurately, particularly the skin tone
patches, we did see small differences in other patches. For example, the orange tone (sample 7) captured
by the 75mm lens looked slightly different depending on the T-stop.
The rest of the chart tones reproduced normally, independent of the T-stop selected. I’m not sure that
this is related to the lenses themselves, or to the combination of lenses and sensor. In any case, I think it’s
interesting enough to point out here

Two more examples, one with the 47 mm lens and yellow (sample 16), and the 29mm and cyan (sample
18).

With the rest of the lenses we didn’t see any variation in the color samples with iris changes.
AB: In any case, we don’t see such slight variations with the eye easily. Of course they aren’t visible in
the location shots that we captured.
AP: Sure, we can only see them in the charts and with the loupe. But you know how I like to fiddle with
gear. On the other hand, the combination of the Alexa LF camera and these lenses produce an astounding
result. For those of us who already work with Alexa, this new LF is already like family. Camera operation
and workflows are familiar and reliable.
Juan Pablo Bonilla DIT: That’s right, the workflow is the same as with all ARRI cameras. We worked
in ARRIRAW format for outdoor locations and ProRes 4444 for all of the charts without any issues. We
know the ARRI system well, and with the new LF camera the methodology is basically the same as any
other Alexa. We created ProRes 422 proxies for the edit, with basic color correction, applying the default
ARRI 709 LUT in Resolve.
.

AB: We did the edit and color in
Premier and in Scratch at 4K 16:9
ARRIRAW. But I think we should talk
a little bit about working with the
lenses in the field. Julián, what were
your impressions working with the
Signature Primes?
Julian Vergara, first assistant
camera: The first thing that caught my
attention was the weight. These are
large lenses, nevertheless incredibly
light in weight.

These are the first cine lenses built out of lightweight magnesium. This metal is very strong and is used in
both aviation and Formula One race cars. However, the lightweight isn’t at odds with the soundness and
robustness needed for cine lenses.
The builds are very similar, in the whole set of lenses. The weights vary between 1,7 kg for the wide
angles and 3 kg in the case of the telephotos. This favors the new style of setups that require lightweight
configurations and makes both transportation and handling easy. Externally they are the same: same
appearance, same ring placement, same front diameter. This makes shooting faster and easier as I can
change lenses without changing accessories.
It’s evident that these are lenses of great precision, particularly when using wide-angle lenses at long
distances. The definition of characters in the frame is very good. Even when 15 or 25 meters away they
still appear separated from the background.
Focus tracking feels organic and the bokeh has a “creamy” feeling. It’s very easy for me to see the
focus point as edges become clear and defined. The focus ring’s torque is perfect. It is loose enough to
allow me to respond quickly but otherwise holds its position.
AP: What you said about seeing focus is very important as it relates to character separation from the
background. The ability to differentiate between distances with these lenses is really good, even with

short focal lengths. This contributes significantly to their unique personality, although when combined
with full frame sensors they will make your work as focus puller more difficult.
JV: Yes, the larger sensor size results in a shallower depth of field. Camera assistants are going to
experience shallower depths of field than we’re used to working with now. Especially in cases with wideopen T stops. We’re going to have to learn to be very exact and use absolute concentration in order to
produce well-focused frames.
AB: ou experimented with this during the exterior tests, didn’t you?
JV: Yes, I did. It was more difficult than usual, taking into account that we shot without artificial light
and we constantly changed lenses, apertures and locations. I would also like to point out the excellent
minimum distance characteristics of ARRI, which go from 35cm in the wider lenses, 45cm in the normal
lenses, and up to 2m with the telephotos.
AP: To conclude, I would like to offer
my personal assessment of these lenses. They
bring to mind the work of the painter Zao
Wou-ki. His work is malleable, subtle, elegant,
and deep. Such are the Signature Prime lenses
for me: they deliver very good resolution but
nevertheless are smooth and creamy. They
distinguish very well between foreground,
background, and middle distances within the
frame, and integrate these in a natural and
organic harmony. And I especially like the skin
tones, which, without losing any of their
texture, become silky..

Zao Wou-Ki. 2008 Untitled(La Cavalerie).Acuarela sobre papel

AB: Also, I’d like to add something about the sense of space that is created by these lenses. They render
space in a distinct manner to what we are accustomed to in S35. I believe that the telecentric design and
the lack of perspective distortion that we observed, result in a sense of space determined by a better and
clearer separation between distances within the frame. But also, compared to S35, by the larger
magnification of objects within the frame.
AP: I agree with you. And I think that the main factor for
this is the telecentric design. My impression, and this is
somewhat subjective, is that the elements in the frame are
“larger” than in S35 with non-telecentric lenses. This gives
me an increased sense of space and therefore also of time,
almost a type of deceleration.
Well, it has been a pleasure working with all of you on
these tests. Now let’s have one more cup of coffee, then
we’ll all go home.
Videos of the tests can be seen at:
Ráquira. Colombia https://vimeo.com/307146957
Technical review. https://vimeo.com/307149549
Making of. https://vimeo.com/307151741
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